


Forest Tree is a next generation, deep learning 

powered, network forensics and anomaly detection 

platform. Forest Tree has been built around an 

intuitive and easy-to-use interface.  
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The Forest Tree platform
 simplifies the discovery and 
analysis of threats, risks and 
operational anomalies, 
optimising the skills of security 
and operations employees. 

At the heart of the platform lies 
the core processing engine, 
performing sophisticated network 
data fusion and analysis that 
normalises atypical data sources 
under one single platform. 

The visualisation tool, known as 
the anomaly detection portal 
delivers contextual, and more 
importantly, actionable 
intelligence directly to the user. 

This output enables them to 
apply their security, operational 
and organisational knowledge 
to authenticate irregularities 
from established expectations, 
initiating manual or autonomous 
actions to minimise operational 
disruption and violations of 
compliance.
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You can read about our features in greater detail in the following pages.

What is our solution?



The Core Processing Engine is a 
combination of analysis and deep 
learning engines that provide the 
capability to extract meaningful 
meta-data points and anomalies 
from organisations established 
standard operating expectations. 
Following near-real time data 
analysis of the internal data flows, 
that can be enriched with additional 
external sources, any identified 
inconsistencies are alerted to the 
user with the help of interactive 
graphics and the drill down capability 
of data revealed by the Anomaly 
Detection Portal.

A high performance process 
capable of processing 1Tbps 
provides granularity of data 
decomposition and recomposition. 
This provides the finest levels of 
meta-data, data correlation and 
profiling intelligence based on 
real-time and historical atypical 
data. Thus inviting 
post-processing activities for 
investigations into non-compliant 
events to be executed.

Core Processing 
Engine



Operational Excellence 
and API Integration:

Optimising the knowledge and skills 
of employees ensures that Forest 
Tree is a critical component of day 
to day activities. 

Filters and Expectations are 
continually enhanced in conjunction 
with internal human intelligence. 

Device Profiles are established and 
monitored, alerting the specialist to 
new and unknown device 
anomalies. 
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Case Management ensures that alerts 
can be tracked during analysis, 
referred to for subsequent alerts and 
maintained for audit purposes.

 To increase productivity the 
Actionable APIs ensure that 
enrichment of data and automation
of alert resolution can be undertaken.
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The Core Processing Engine is a 
combination of analysis and deep 
learning engines that provide the 
capability to extract meaningful 
meta-data points and anomalies 
from organisations established 
standard operating expectations. 
Following near-real time data 
analysis of the internal data flows, 
that can be enriched with additional 
external sources, any identified 
inconsistencies are alerted to the 
user with the help of interactive 
graphics and the drill down capability 
of data revealed by the Anomaly 
Detection Portal.



Advanced Anomaly Analysis: 
Deep Learning algorithms create 
models of the known activity to  
increase the levels of pattern 
intelligence that can be used to 
identify anomalies from operational 
expectations e.g. the ability to find 
an internal attacker by their 
operational activities, which include 
reconnaissance, lateral movement, 
command & control and exfiltration. 
These activities—especially 
reconnaissance and lateral 
movement—stand in contrast to an 
established baseline of expectation 
(‘normal’ or ‘good’) activity for each 
user and device on the network.

!
Anomaly Detection Portal:

The design of the Anomaly Detection 
Portal provides the capability
to deliver clear, contextual and 
investigative actionable intelligence
in a visualisation that increases the 
productivity of the specialist. 

This output enables them to apply 
their security, operational and 
organisational knowledge to identify 
irregularities from established 
expectations, initiating manual or 
autonomous actions to minimise 
operational disruption and violations
of compliance.



FAQs
How is Forest Tree deployed and how does it a�ect your data?
Forest Tree Platform currently provides an On-Premise solution that is completely hosted by 

the client. Your data is kept in-house and is subject to the same operational controls in place 

in your organisation.

Will more options be available in the future to fit your organization’s 
requirements?
As every business has its own needs, we will soon be releasing a cloud version of our 

solution. Both hosting methods have their benefits, Forest Tree Platform gives you the 

chance to choose the one that suits your business best. 

How does the solution track activity within your organization by keeping 
your data private?
Our solution does not decrypt your encrypted data. We choose to keep your private data 

private so you do not have to worry about taking on additional risks. Our solution inspects 

communication flows, extracting all the relevant metadata. Our solution extracts all the 

relevant metadata from the communication flows to model the behaviour of the entities in 

the organisation and identify threats even in encrypted tra�c.

How does Forest Tree deal with encrypted tra�c?
Our core engine is focused on extracting as much metadata as possible from the 

communication flows. Even with encrypted connections, the amount of metrics and 

metadata that is available is very broad and enough to di�erenciate identify anomalies

from normal activity. 

What level of visibility does Forest Tree provide? 

Forest Tree can recognise all the physical assets (devices, critical servers, etc.) connected to 

the organisation’s network. It gives you a view of historical, current, raw and classified data. 

Our platform determines all behavioural patterns or set data representations in real time. 

Forest Tree's Advanced Anomaly Detection  discovers not only the good and bad behavior 

in your organisation, but also the unusual and unknown behaviour.



How can Forest Tree be used to help you investigate incidents? 
We collect data and store it for a period of twelve weeks allowing you to investigate when a 

threat is detected. This helps with forensic investigations by allowing you to go back and 

look into what happened before the detection. 

What investigative questions can our solution help you?
Which device was infected or attacked? Where did the breach start? When did it start? How 

did the attacker get in? What is the extent of the attack? Which was the chain of events 

followed in the attack? We help you answer these questions by providing a full investigation 

framework with the support of the analytical and historical tools, going back in time to help 

you understand the root cause, the impact and the whole timeline of the attack. 

Who is the UI designed for? 
Who benefits from our straightforward and intuitive UI? 
Can the UI be used by anyone from experts to non-technical people? 
How does our UI help you get the most out of our solution?
Forest Tree is designed to be used by anyone, be it a security expert who will benefit from 

advanced features or an executive who would require an overview of the security status of 

the organisation. We designed it with the aim to communicate complex terms in simple ways 

and to accelerate the security operations processes. Our solution helps you save time by 

allowing visual and real-time interactions to focus on the right events faster and accurately. 

We want you to avoid wasting time trying to understand a complex platform, so that you get 

the most out of Forest Tree and its broad range of features. 

How can Forest Tree help you discover advanced threats when cyber 
attackers constantly change their behavior?

Successful targeted attacks often come disguised as normal user tra�c. The sophistication 

and unpredictability of attackers means no device can be trusted. Forest Tree performs 

continuous assessment of the behaviour of every entity in the organisation to identify even 

the slightest indicators of malicious activity of any device.
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How does Forest Tree integrate with your existing security solution to 
optimize your security operations?

Running security operations in an e�cient and e�ective way can be very challenging. 

Security teams are often exposed to a broad range of tools that require expert handling to 

deliver the best of them. However, in most cases specific processes require to execute tasks 

through several solutions as a response to certain events. Conscious of that complexity, 

Forest Tree has been built to integrate with your security and operations infrastructure. We 

allow controlled access to the captured information through advanced APIs, and we can 

take automated actions on third party solutions as a response of a detected event. As a 

result, operations are optimised.

How does Forest Tree a�ect your business processes? Can Forest Tree 
collect essential data to be e�ective without disrupting your network?

Forest Tree Platform can be easily deployed without network disruption into your 

environment. By passively collecting network flows, it is ensured the required information is 

collected without any impact in performance or quality of service.

How can Forest Tree complement your past investment and integrate with 
future ones to benefit your workflow?

The secured API exposed by the platform allows easy integration with existing 

infrastructure, leveraging your past investments by sharing the intelligence available in 

Forest Tree Platform with the existing products. The action API allows to take automated 

actions on existing solutions to optimise response times and improve the e�ectiveness

of the teams.
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Will you require intensive training to benefit from the platform?
How do we support your organization?
What are the continuous services that we o�er you? 

Thanks to our intuitive UI, you can start using Forest Tree Platform with no or minimal 

training. We provide training and continuous support through our professional services that 

include the on-premise implementation of the platform. 

How can you benefit from our partnerships?
How can our partners support your organization?

We partner with security expert organisations that are able to advise and measure your 

cyber security posture, proposing process optimisation and the integrated deployment of 

supporting technology, like Forest Tree.

info@noblecss.io

noblecss.io




